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fully and bounce up and down
on the bumpers. Gloria, who
is poking around up near the
fan, suddenly straightens up.
"Mr.Wilson," she says, grinning
from curl to curl, "I don't think
this is standard equipment."
She is holding up a monkey
wrench.

"What!?" bellows Moose. He
is fit to be tied."It's that
#%&!!/!$*/#$ kid of mine.
Always tinkering. I'll tan his
hide! I'll...I'll...rraughh!"
He leaps for his car, slams
it in gear and guns out of the
station. The same old Moose.

"Gloria," I say, "how's that for
sticking to our Minute Man
policy about treating customers

Westiff t/u'nk customers
are mUjfitt/important
By Your
Union Oil Minute Man

If you work in a service station,
you know that customers come
in bunches, like mallard ducks.
Gloria, my Minute Maid, was
off to lunch the other day when
all of a sudden in comes four
cars. I work like a beaver, but
by the time I get to the last car,
guess who's there waiting for me?

No less than Moose Wilson.
Moose is big, weighs about
250, and when he loses
his temper, the windows for
blocks around rattle.

recover, "anything the matter
with you?"
"Oh, no," he says sadly, "I just
feel kinda whipped."
Well, sir, Moose has a sad
story. People don't pay
attention to him any more. His
housekeeper got uppity and
left, for instance, and then a
new grocery clerk insulted him.
And just that morning, a waitress down at the Bijou Beanery
told him if he didn't like the
coffee, he could make it himself.

Surprised? You could have
knocked me over with a small
carburetor gasket. "Hello,
Moose," I say when I can

Gloria wipes some grease from
her nose and grins. Mighty
fine girl, Gloria.

it's no trouble to sell all the
gas and oil you can get. But
these times aren't going to last
forever. Treating customers
right today—even if you can
only give them a smile—is like
buying a War Bond. It's going
to pay dividends later on.

"By the way," I remember
suddenly, "what can we do
for you today?"

I expect him to roar like a bull.

"Heiio," he says in a little voice.

right? We not only stop his
car from rattling, but we also
bring him back to life."

"Now, Moose," I say, "it isn't
like that around here. Treating
customers like human beings
is a Minute Man policy."
"That so?" He steps out
of his car which rocks like a
boat when he leaves it.
"Yes,.f7>, " I say.
Then I tell him how Union Oil
Company figures it: nowadays

"Oh, that," says Moose, "I got
an awful rattle some place
in my engine. Nothing
important, but..."
Aha, I think. I call Gloria, who

The latchstring is always out at
Union Oil Minute Man Stations.
We may not be able always to
provide all the gasoline you want.
You may have to wait now and
then for service. But you'II find
that courtesy, friendliness and
essential motoring services are
never rationed. We're busy, yes, as
busy as anyone else, but we're...
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is back from lunch by this time.
We look the motor over care-
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0 Since sending his editorial page
which appeared in December issue, Rand
Henderson, on "leave of absence" from
DESERT'S staff, has gone through the
battle of Tarawa. As this issue goes to
press he with other members of the Marine Corps is resting on a tiny island
somewhere in the Southwest Pacific.
• In the Easter number DESERT will
present for the first time a feature story
on the Penitente Brotherhood of New
Mexico. This strange survival of the
Third Order of St. Francis which first
was introduced into New Mexico in
1 540 at time of the Spanish Conquest has
stirred the imaginations of many writers
who have used it not only as the subject
of historical, religious and ethnological
articles and books, but as the theme of
stories and novels. Susan Elva Dorr,
who has been interested in Southwest
culture for many years, has written a
sympathetic account of the Brothers of
Light part of whose rites she was permitted to witness.
• In this issue Theron Marcos Trumbo
has told one of the best known of New
Mexico's lost treasure legends—the 18th
century story of Padre La Rue's Spirit
Springs colony and their great cave of
gold bullion in the Organ mountains.
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Yucca Valley, California
The wind comes sweeping o'er the wasteland
With naught to break its fitful rush;
Then settles down in quiet rhythm,
Singing softly to the brush.
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• Betty Woods, after a long absence
from DESERT'S pages has written the
story of Agnes Meader Snider, typical
New Mexico pioneer, for this issue.
Betty and her husband Clee both are
writers. They claim Tyrone, New Mexico, as their home but much of their
time in the past has been spent wandering into little known corners of the
Southwest. They recently returned from
Chihuahua City where Betty did a fourpage assignment on the Chihuahua Fiesta
for a national pictorial magazine.

. .
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ART OF LIVING

• In 1940 DESERT started a long series
of lost mine stories, written by John D.
Mitchell. New readers have been requesting the back issues containing this
series but many of them no longer are
available. Now DESERT is preparing
another set of lost mine stories which
have so many actual clues to their locations that readers will want to start right
out looking for them—if they had the
gas.
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*7/te Mountain GLmle*
By G E N E HASSLER

Oakland, California
A million boulders, and ten million more!
In geometrical design arrayed:
Prismatic slabs, spheroids, that once were core
Of Earth, when molten igneous matter swayed
The seas, and lavas tore the world apart!
A million boulders, cubed, or edged and shaped
To rhombohedrons, hemispheres, and cones.
To truncate pyramids, where ice had scraped
Terrific hardness, or, in splintered zones,
Where cleaved the granite from a crystal
heart—
A million boulders, and ten million more,
Make up the towering mountains I explore.

At peak oj San Jacinto mountain. Photo by Gene Hassler.
WHEN THE WIND WALKS ON
THE DESERT
By MINA MORRIS SCOTT

Columbus, Indiana
When the wind walks on the desert—
Ah! I know its footsteps well—
And it casts an eerie magic
That is more than tongue can tell,
When it whispers through the sagebrush,
When it stirs the chaparral.
When the wind walks on the desert,
Few are there to hear it pass,
Where the scarlet ocotillo
Thrusts aloft its fiery mass,
As it touches rose and mallow,
As it waves the prairie grass.

NIGHT DREAM
By BOYD F. KESSINGER

Fort Belvoir, Virginia
Cool winds blew desert sand last night
And re-formed every dune;
It caught the fronds of slender palms
And with the starry loom
Of sky, it made them silver.
I dreamed of you last night,
Cacti heard my prayer,
They sent it upward to the fronds
And it fell lilting on the air,
Caught by the wind and stars
And sent to you—to God.
For answer to my prayer.
• •
•

A million tree-trunks, and ten million more!
In shape and hardihood, a mighty throng:
Some, shafts unbroken, to the sky would soar;
Some gnarled, with twisted limb and branch, or
prong;
Some, blasted ghosts, from lightning's fearful
end!—
A million tree-trunks, cedar, oak, and pine,
Strong hardwood stands, or conifers that fight,
By granite boulders, DEATH at timberline!
With reeling banners, but with souls alight,
Their mountain birth-rights eager to defend,
A million tree-trunks, and ten million more,
Make up the towering mountains I explore.
• •
•

BRIGHT DISTANCES
By IRIS LORA THORPE

Portland, Oregon
Across these sunset wastes the mountains glow.
Their granite summits broken into gold,
Each ridge and slope and crudely sculptured fold
Pastelled in amethyst and indigo . . .
Upon these transient hues my heart must feed,
On barren ledges that have never known
The quick green steps of grass, the lusty weed,
The cool uprush of sword-fern in a blown
Blue April rain . . .

DESERT NOSTALGIA
When the wind walks on the desert.
In a never-ending quest,
Purple lupine shows its blossoms,
Squaw grass lifts its creamy crest;
While the ivory spike of yucca
Stands supreme above the rest.
When the wind walks on the desert.
Sighing in an undertone,
Wary wild things hark a moment,
Coyote stands still and alone;
Gopher, chipmunk, all are silent.
Like the lizard by its stone.
When the wind walks on the desert—
How few folk can ever know
Of its sweet melodic cadence.
As it whispers soft and low.
Oh, that I might hear its music
As I heard it long ago!
• •
•

DUNES
By SADIE MATHERS MILLER

Los Angeles, California
The winds are raging across the dunes.
Higher and higher are piled the sands,
As they form into palaces, turrets and towers
And again recede as waves on the strands.
Beautiful, wonderful, cruel dunes
That cover the bones of long lost men,
Shifting and drifting in every breeze,
Sweeping and creeping and rising again.
Beautiful, wonderful, lonely dunes
That lie where the sun and shadows creep,
Luring men blindly across the world
And haunting their dreams when they fall
asleep.

By MARY E. PACKARt

Fullerton, California
I'm longing for the desert as a sailor for the sea.
And as I sit here wishing, it all comes back
to me:
The sunlight on the cactus and the palo verde
tree,
The smell of sagebrush perfume upon the desert
breeze,
The phainopeplas feasting in the mistletoe-clad
trees,
And spring bloom filled with honey for the wild
brown bees.
The sun and shade in patterns on the towering
canyon walls
Where the sweet breeze blows and the rock
wren calls,
And the sands washed clean where the cloudburst falls.
And oh, I long to tramp again the hot and rocky
trails,
To stand atop a craggy hill while sunlight fails
And watch the sunset drape the sky with crimson veils.
I long to rest again in the campfire's dying light.
When the smell of burning greasewood is rich
upon the night,
And the Easter moon is rising and the stars are
low and bright.
It's there my heart is peaceful and life seems
ever fair.
There is joy in very breathing of the clean and
quiet air;
As long as I am living I'll be longing to be
there!

Yet vision sharpens here
Where vast bright distances allure the gaze,
And dreams grow wider in the shining atmosphere
And the long silences of desert days;
The mountains cast strange legends on the sage.
The dusty voices of the winds relate
A thousand memories of some lost age,
And spindling cottonwoods before the gate
Stir in their meager soil and fill the sky
With silver reminiscences—that start
A sudden cry of birds, a lift of wings high
In the green forests of my heart.
• •
•

CHUCKAWALLA PROSPECTOR
{On the death of Scotty Byron.
December, 1943)
By RUBY CLEMENS SHAFT

Riverside, California
Sheltered within the barren walls
Of the Chuckawalla range
The mystery man of the desert
Lived silent, alone and strange.
For fifty years or more he searched
For the bright elusive gold
With his pick axe and his shovel
Through the heat and stinging cold.
The things he loved have claimed him
now—
The mountains bare and high.
He found his gold in the sunsets
And dawns in the eastern sky.
He asked to lie near his mountains
Where the desert willows weep
And wild coyotes howl requiem
For his never-ending sleep.
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